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Ms. NaTalia Johnson.

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA — A 37-year-old world-renowned ballerina is
dead and experimental COVID-19 shots are again coincidentally part of the
equation.

Ms. NaTalia Johnson received one of the experimental shots on April 24,
according to her Facebook page. We could not con�rm which shot she
received. But really at this point, it doesn’t matter as all of them are equally
lethal.
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Ms. Johnson returned home from work at Leataata Floyd Elementary School at
around 9:30 p.m., according to her sister Candida Johnson, aka Kandice Kelly.
NaTalia told Kandice that she did not feel good and needed to see a doctor.
But NaTalia said she’d rather go in the morning.

The two sisters were watching a movie together when NaTalia said, “I’m really
tired.” Suddenly NaTalia sat up “with a shocked look on her face” and reached
her arms out to her sister. Kandice laid NaTalia on the �oor and began CPR
when her sister stopped breathing. Paramedics arrived and took over. But it
was too late. NaTalia Johnson, known as “Ms. Natalia” to her students, passed
away minutes later.

Kandice told the whole story on Youtube. 
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The aftermath
Kandice said her sister likely died of “a stroke, brain aneurysm or a heart
attack.” Coincidentally or otherwise, numerous victims we’ve covered on this
website had strokes, aneurysms and/or heart attacks after experimental
COVID-19 shots. They also all coincidentally died within a few days or a few
weeks after the shots. Kandice makes no mention of the “vaccine,” and neither
do media accounts.

NaTalia also posted this on May 20, 2020.

NaTalia AnnouncementNaTalia Announcement
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Ms. Johnson was a prima ballerina, meaning the lead dancer in all
performances. She retired in 2013 and opened the Natalia Johnson
Conservatory of Ballet (NJC). A GoFundMe page is raising funds to keep the
conservatory up and running. Ms. Johnson performed all over the United
States and Europe. She performed for Michael Jackson, Prince and two U.S.
presidents.

This blog does not know near-enough about ballet to give this woman the
credit she deserves for her career. But obviously she was a VIP in the industry
and loved by a lot of people. Memorial services are being held in California,
New York and Texas.

Coincidences equal genocide
Once is happenstance. Twice is coincidence. Three times is enemy action.
There are several variants of this quote. But the Ian Fleming version �ts 2021
to perfection. It’s bad enough that these experimental shots are killing off the 
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elderly, many times against their wills. But young people with their whole lives
ahead of them are choosing to inject themselves with experimental shots that
have zero tangible bene�ts.

UPDATED May 25, 2021 – S/O to the Waking The Future channel.

They spoke about Ms. Johnson on a recent episode. Check them

out on Bitchute.

There is no joy in writing these stories. In fact this blogger is a bit sad after
writing this one. Bottom line is that we can only save those who want to be
saved. Humanity has endured over 14 months of coordinated, hardcore
brainwashing and psychological manipulation.

29:3929:39
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Everyone reading this has the responsibility to at least try and spread truth
about this surreal, twilight zone world we’re living in. Share this website with
everyone you know and those you don’t know. Stay vigilant and protect your
friends and loved ones.

 

COVID Legal USA is extremely busy helping Americans fight back

against mandatory vaccines for employment and other COVID

mandates. Contact us today and a legal writer will get back to

you within 24 hours.

Fight back against censorship. PLEASE SUPPORT US

VIA PAYPAL.
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 Dana Ottmann: 32-year-old German psychologist develops blood clots,
dead 12 days after AstraZeneca shot

Ellie Peacock: 18-year-old Australian nurse in training develops three blood
clots after AstraZeneca shot 

Joel Kallman: 54-year-old Oracle APEX software developer who designed CDC vaccine
tracking system, dead two months after first experimental mRNA shot
 June 2, 2021

Lisa Stonehouse: 52-year-old Canadian woman develops blood clots in brain, dead 12 days
after AstraZeneca shot
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Lynnae Erick: 50-year-old Canadian woman dead seven days after experimental Pfizer
mRNA injection
 May 29, 2021
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SpecOps   16 days ago

Last image of the ‘just vaccinated’ car, see you on the Highway of Death.

17  Reply

Shelly   13 days ago

  Reply to  

I know right?!? That is just all kinds of fucked up!!

3  Reply

dddd   15 days ago

It is indeed incredibly sad; I agree with you.

Join the discussion (All comments are moderated before approval. 

Please be patient Your thoughts are important to the discussion)
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It is one thing to know the danger; ignore it; and still take the shot…this is
willful ignorance and is inexcusable.

But I do think there are many people like this lovely dancer who honestly did
not know what they were getting in to; and I weep for her and all like her.

22  Reply

Mic J Palazzolo   14 days ago

  Reply to  

After being informed of both sides of a story, a person is then, and only
then, no longer ignorant. If that person refuses to contemplate the
information given to them, they are then stupid. Can’t �x stupid.

7  Reply

Kris   15 days ago

Even after over 4 months of reports of Cov2 injection fatalities and SAEs,
people are still rolling up their sleeve. This was late April. Are they not hearing
the reports from Europe at the least about AstraZeneca and J&J? Very sad.

16  Reply

Opat   15 days ago

  Reply to  

Not sure if you caught it, but we just added 9 new billionaires — all
vaccines related. It means more lobby money, more “advocacy” money,
etc. Given that this is America, the land of lawyers in which only money
talks, the only way out of this is a big law �rm with resources to mount a
class action suit on behalf of all the injured people. Something like that
even MSM couldn’t ignore. Sure, the media will circle the wagons and
gaslight it, but it will get people researching and digging. The public mood
would shift instantly.

10  Reply

Donzo   15 days ago

I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again!… RESISTANCE TO BEING COVID
vaccinated IS OBEDIENCE TO GOD!! HE GAVE EVERYONE THEIR DNA AT
BIRTH! DO NOT TAKE THESE SHOTS..DO NOT EVER CHANGE YOUR DNA!!!

35  Reply

wayne   14 days ago

Kids why are you doing this, there is no need to take that risk. Here drink this
cool aid you’ll be alright

dddd

Kris
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6  Reply

blue579   14 days ago

Please consider posting a few details about the death of Ashley Taylor
Gerren, a 30 year old African American actress who died suddenly, not long
after C19 vaccination. The media has hinted it might be due to her having
lupus, but lupus patients given standard care typically live a normal lifespan.
Lupus is an autoimmune disease with antibodies against RNA and DNA
(contrasting with virtually all other autoimmune disorders involving antibodies
to proteins). As such, lupus was listed early on as one of a handful of
disorders representing a clear C19 vaccination contraindication. Why didn’t
Ashley’s physician know this and warn her? All physicians should know lupus
autoimmunity is directed against RNA and DNA, it’s very common
knowledge, standard med school training. It isn’t as though only
rheumatologists are aware of this. IMHO, this indication of negligence
suggests the public, including most physicians, are in some kind of trance that
obliterates critical thinking to the point of being utterly incapable of sensing a
grave existential threat.

14  Reply

admin   13 days ago

  Reply to  

Hi. We cannot independently verify that Ms. Gerren actually received the
shots so we cannot write about it. Same with Tawny Kitaen and DMX.
Most people share their shot photos publicly or a family member con�rms
it. Though all of them likely did succumb to experimental shots, we do not
post any stories that we cannot verify that the victim received the shots.
The DMX source is not credible in our view. Thank you. -Brian

2  Reply

blue579   12 days ago

  Reply to  

Thank you for explaining the situation. I went back to �nd there were
some small independent media posts saying some of her friends
commented on her Instagram and Facebook pages that she received
the ‘vaccine’. I assumed she had mentioned it on social media.
Apparently not. I understand, odd timing but that’s all we have for
now. Thanks again, very much appreciate your wise reporting.

2  Reply

Viva la Revolucion   12 days ago

  Reply to  

Author
blue579

admin

blue579 
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Mario Turrisi Messina Italy.

2  Reply

Viva la Revolucion   13 days ago

Greedy corporation will poison much many nations. Greed isn’t god.

8  Reply

Shelly   13 days ago

This just breaks my heart…she was so beautiful and obviously had much to
offer this world. I agree with you dddd; I think she truly did not know what she
was getting into. In the video her sister stated she had severe anxiety, which
worsened with Covid. Therefore I am guessing that she probably got the shot
-at least in part- to ease her anxiety. How truly tragic. RIP NaTalia.

7  Reply

T. T.   11 days ago

In order for the Pharma and CDC ghouls to say it’s a “coincidence “ because
there’s a similar rate of such deaths in the general population, they need to
instead look at the rate of such deaths in any two-week period. And also drill
down into the rate for similar-age people with similar health statuses pre-
injection. Bet they would certainly �nd such deaths are far more common in
the two weeks post-vaxx. So of course they won’t be looking.

3  Reply

BeGe   10 days ago

This is really sad, she lives in my city and my child has gone to that school for
summer school. Not fair!

2  Reply

Janyuary   10 days ago

  Reply to  

Not right, yes. But not fair? Life isn’t fair, no one ever said it would be, God
is not fair, but He is just! More important, He is merciful, the opposite of
fair. A person expecting fairness must stick to sports, courts, and contests,
I’m afraid. Your child is safe and well, that is a thousand times better than
fair, I know you will take good care of that lucky one!

 Last edited 10 days ago by Janyuary

1  Reply

BeGe
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JoanieCove   7 days ago

I was trying to �nd a place on your site to contact you. I just did a deep dive
on the VAERS database querying on the “Symptom” of DEATH for the COVID
shot. Horri�c numbers and they say only 1% even get reported. There are a
total of 3,259 DEATHS as of 5/21. If this is only 1% we could be closer to
325,000. Even if 10% get reported it is 32,000 deaths!! I have it broken out by
age group, shot taken, and whether they were on other medications at time of
shot.

2  Reply

Kris   7 days ago

  Reply to  

It’s awful. What’s striking to me every time are the number of deaths in
the �rst 48 hours after the jabs. Unbelievable that this mass killing has not
been stopped by now. Instead, they are having lotteries to “support”
people in taking them.

2  Reply

jan   7 days ago

Can you put a counter on the site so that we can see the deaths each month
& total which may show the acceleration of deaths (or censorship of the
social media sites).

1  Reply

JoanieCove
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Joel Kallman: 54-year-old Oracle APEX software developer who designed CDC
vaccine tracking system, dead two months after �rst experimental mRNA shot



Jovita Moore: Atlanta news anchor develops two brain tumors 12 days after
second experimental P�zer mRNA injection, still recovering from surgery



Lisa Stonehouse: 52-year-old Canadian woman develops blood clots in brain,
dead 12 days after AstraZeneca shot
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